This is the first height adjustable table designed especially for veterinary ultrasound. It incorporates several unique features to help improve imaging in any patient position – dorsal or lateral – and to enhance comfort for the operator and assistant.

With the electric lift you can adjust the table height for perfect presentation of both large and small animals and to minimize physical strain for the operator during long scans. Two adjustable gel pad armrests add to operator comfort.

A heavy-duty swing arm can support your portable ultrasound machine so you can position it at your fingertips to save time. Three probes can be conveniently stored on this same swing arm, and the arm pushes out of the way when you are setting up the patient.

The Olympic table has two special cutouts in the transparent top that provide access for echocardiography, and the transparent top makes probe positioning easier and more certain. The cutout has covers that can be used when smaller animals are positioned near the side of the table.

The Olympic Ultrasound Table saves time on every scan and reduces the threat of repetitive motion injury for the operator. It rolls easily where needed and will serve your growing ultrasound practice for years to come.

Two cutouts in the transparent top are specially designed for echocardiograms and other laterals. In this photo the patient is being set-up. The dog will be moved to the left so his thorax is over a cutout. The operator’s arm is supported by an armrest while the assistant comfortably controls the patient. The operator can continuously adjust the table height with the foot switch for the optimum position.
Patient positioning is faster, easier.

**Efficient – Saves time – Better images**

Cockpit efficiency
With adjustable patient height and your ultrasound machine at your fingertips, all scans are faster and less tiring. Ergonomic design helps prevent repetitive stress injuries for both the operator and the assistant.

**Full-range height adjustment**
Low  Mid-range  High
No more lifting heavy patient to table height. Ideal presentation for large and small patients and all operators.

**Abdominal scans**
Place your preferred V-positioner on the table for dorsal recumbent positioning. Adjust table height for operator comfort, seated or standing.

**Swing Arm (accessory)**
Securely holds portable ultrasound machines up to 25 pounds. Arm swings 180 degrees and platform pivots. Fits into socket on post.

**Probe Holders**
The swing arm also has holder for 3 probes of various sizes. Convenient, saves time.

**Foot Switch**
Lets operator adjust height of table during a scan.

**Covers for cutouts**
Covers fit into cutouts to provide a solid surface. Note: small probe hole in the cover for scanning small animals. An additional cover fits small hole.

**Armrests**
Two gel pad armrests. Angle of each armrest can be adjusted to help reduce strain.

**LED Light (accessory)**
Fits into socket on table. Adjustable size spot. Flexible gooseneck.

**Electric hoist**
A smooth, quiet, adjustable lift minimizing hand lifting, positions patient. Capacity 250 pounds.

**Rolls easily**
4 locking casters permit this table to be moved when not in use or for room cleaning. It can also be fitted into rooms with different layouts and smaller spaces.

**Sturdy construction**
The solid, welded construction provides a safe and very steady platform for better scans. The Olympic Table is built to last for many years of daily use.

**Storage space**
The space under the top surface offers a large storage space for supplies, which are easy to see and reach.

**Mat included**
(not shown) To avoid pressure points during long lateral scans, a table-size, soft mat is furnished which has cutouts matching those in the table top. Wipes clean.

**Dimensions**
Top surface, 26” x 48”.

**Order from your distributor**
Olympic Ultrasound Table, including table-size soft mat with cutouts ............ Model 50790

**Accessories**
Ultrasound Swing Arm ............ Model 50791
LED Spot Light ....................... Model 50987

• 3-year Olympic Warranty. All parts and labor.
• Immediate shipment. In stock.
• Lifetime customer satisfaction program